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Let P be a simple polygon with n sides. This paper shows how to preprocess the polygon 
so that, given two query points p and q inside P, the length of the shortest path inside the 
polygon from p to q can be found in tie O(log n). The path itself must be polygonal and can 
be extracted in additional time proportional to the number of turns it makes. The preproces- 
sing consists of triangulation plus a linear amount of additional work. 0 1989 Academic Press, 
Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Euclidean shortest path problem is a formal version of an everyday question: 
what is the shortest route for moving an object from one place to another? The 
problem specifies the object to be moved, a set of obstacles, and a pair of locations. 
A solution to the problem is a minimum-length path for the object that connects 
the two locations and avoids the obstacles. There are many possible versions of the 
problem; this paper focuses on what is perhaps the simplest: mooing a point inside 
a simple polygon in the plane. 
Several algorithms have been proposed to find shortest paths inside a simple 
polygon with n vertices. All the methods (including the one presented here) are 
based on a triangulation of the polygon. The algorithm of Lee and Preparata finds 
the shortest path between two points inside a simple polygon in linear time, once 
a triangulation is known [LPI. Reif and Storer’s [RS] approach uses precomputa- 
tion to speed up queries. Given a source point inside the polygon, their method 
produces a search structure so that the distance from a query point to the source 
can be found in O(log n) time. The shortest path itself can be obtained in time 
proportional to the number of turns along it. Reif and Storer’s method uses the 
Delaunay triangulation of the polygon and hence takes O(n log n) preprocessing 
time. Guibas et al. [GHLST] show how to set up a similar query structure with 
less preprocessing. Their algorithm takes linear time once a triangulation is known.’ 
* The work of John Hershberger was supported in part by a U.S. Army Research Othce fellowship 
under agreement DAAG29-83-G-0020. 
’ As of this writing, the best bound for triangulation is O(n log log n) time [TV]. 
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The sub-linear query algorithms mentioned above pre-select a fixed source point. 
If neither endpoint of the path is predetermined, each of these algorithms takes 
linear time to find the shortest path (or even its length). The present paper removes 
the single-source restriction; it gives a data structure that supports sub-linear 
shortest path queries when both endpoints are part of the query. The data structure 
can be built in linear time once the polygon has been triangulated. After the data 
structure has been built, the query algorithm can find the length of the shortest 
path between two arbitrary points inside the polygon in logarithmic time. The path 
itself can be obtained in additional time proportional to the number of turns along 
it. These bounds are clearly best possible. 
The idea underlying our method is not difficult. The preprocessing phase creates 
a hierarchy of nested subpolygons over an underlying triangulation, such that any 
shortest path crosses only a small number of subpolygons. We store information 
about shortest paths inside each such subpolygon. At query time, we obtain the 
shortest path between the query points by assembling path information from the 
subpolygons between them. 
Section 2 describes the balanced hierarchical decomposition of P that we will use. 
Section 3 characterizes shortest paths in terms of this decomposition. Section 4 
describes the “funnels” and “hourglasses” associated with shortest paths, as well as 
the data structures for representing them. These structures allow linear preproces- 
sing and O(log’ n) query time. Finally, Section 5 shows how to use an additional 
O(n) preprocessing time to enhance the structures of the previous section, thus 
yielding the desired logarithmic query time. Section 6 discusses various extensions 
and applications. 
2. THE BALANCED HIERARCHICAL DECOMPOSITION OF P 
This section introduces a method, due to Chazelle and Guibas [CC], of splitting 
the polygon P into subpolygons. The important property of the decomposition is 
that the shortest path in P between any pair of points passes through only a 
logarithmic number of subpolygons. The shortest path can then be derived from the 
sequence of subpolygons by referring to pre-computed information about shortest 
paths inside each subpolygon. 
The polygon cutting theorem of Chazelle states that any simple polygon of at 
least four vertices has a diagonal that divides it into two subpolygons of roughly 
equal size [Ch]. Specifically, if the polygon P has n sides, each of the two sub- 
polygons P, and P, produced by splitting has at least n/3 + 1 sides and at most 
2n/3 + 1; the larger subpolygon is less than twice’as big as the smaller. If we apply 
the theorem recursively to split each of the subpolygons, we get a balanced, 
hierarchical decomposition of P into triangles. These triangles form a triangulation 
of P. 
The decomposition is easier to work with if we interpret it as a binary tree S 
whose nodes correspond to the splitting diagonals of P. At the root of the tree is 
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the diagonal that splits P into P, and P,. The children of the root are the roots of 
the (recursively defined) decomposition trees corresponding to P, and P,. We can 
think of the decomposition as proceeding in stages: at time 0 the root diagonal 
splits P into two balanced subpolygons; the children of the root split these sub- 
polygons at time 1, and so on. The time at which a particular diagonal is intro- 
duced corresponds to its depth in the tree S. We call the subpolygons produced 
during this process cells. These cells are the polygons for which we pre-compute and 
store shortest path information. They are fundamental to our approach to the 
shortest path problem, and it is worth taking time to understand them. 
For ease of reference, we associate with each diagonal d the cell it splits in two; 
we call the cell Pd. The diagonal d cuts P, into two other cells; by the definition of 
S, the children of d in S are the diagonals associated with those cells. The depth of 
a cell P, is equal to the depth of d in S. Triangles of the underlying ,triangulation 
are cells not associated with a diagonal; we assign such a triangle a depth one 
greater than the depth of its deepest bounding diagonal. Because the decomposition 
is balanced, the depth of a diagonal din S is related to the size of P,. Let the depth 
of d be e(d) (the depth of the root is 0). Then it follows from the splitting bounds 
that P, has no more than O(($)“cd)n) vertices on its boundary. This fact implies 
that the tree S has height logarithmic in n. 
The edges bounding a cell are of two kinds, edges of P and diagonals of P. 
Polygon edges act as walls: shortest paths in P, cannot cross them. Diagonals act 
as doors: shortest paths that pass through Pd cross diagonals to enter and leave. As 
it happens, a cell has relatively few bounding diagonals. The diagonals bounding Pd 
must all be of different depths less than e(d), as follows easily by induction. 
Therefore Pd has at most e(d) = O(log n) diagonals on its boundary. 
Shortest paths that pass through a cell enter and leave by a particular pair of 
diagonals. To refer systematically to these pairs, we define a graph S*, called the 
factor graph, based on the decomposition tree S. For each cell Pd, S has an edge 
connecting d to its parent, the deepest diagonal bounding Pd. We get S* from S by 
adding edges connecting d not only to its parent, but to all the diagonals 
bounding Pd. By construction, S* contains S as a subgraph. Each diagonal d has 
at most e(d) edges in the factor graph connecting it to diagonals of lesser depth, 
one to each bounding diagonal of Pd. Furthermore, since a diagonal d is adjacent 
to only two cells at each stage of the decomposition, d has edges to at most two 
diagonals of each depth greater than e(d). These observations give a logarithmic 
degree bound for the nodes of S*. 
Each edge of S* represents a pair of diagonals for which we store information 
about shortest paths crossing the diagonals. To have any hope of storing the 
information in a linear-size structure, we must show that the factor graph has only 
linearly many edges. 
LEMMA 1. The size of the factor graph S* is O(n). 
Proof: For a node d in S, the height of d, denoted by h(d), is the length of the 
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longest path to a leaf below d. If e denotes this deepest leaf, then the height of d is 
e(e) - t(d). Because S is balanced, there cannot be many diagonals with large 
height. In particular, if h(d) is k, then it is easy to prove inductively that P, must 
contain at least L(s)k- ’ + 1_1 triangles of the underlying triangulation. The cells 
belonging to diagonals with the same height k in S are all disjoint; it follows that 
there are only O(($)kn) diagonals with height k in S. The graph S* has n - 3 nodes 
and at most 2h(d) edges to descendants from each node d (one for each depth on 
each side). Overall therefore, S* has at most 
c 2h(d)=O 
c/ES’ 
( 1 k(i)*n) = O(n) 
k < 1 + log,,2 n 
edges, which was to be proved. 1 
We can compute the decomposition tree S and its extension S* in the time it 
takes to triangulate P plus linear additional time. We use the algorithm of Tarjan 
and Van Wyk [TV] to triangulate the polygon in O(n log log n) time, then find a 
balanced hierarchical decomposition in O(n) time using the method of Guibas et al. 
[GHLST]. From the decomposition we can easily get both S and S*.* 
3. SHORTEST PATHS AND THE POLYGON DECOMPOSITION 
This section analyzes the sequence of diagonals crossed by a shortest path in P. 
It defines a logarithmic-size subsequence of those diagonals that helps determine 
the shortest path. The most important characteristic of the subsequence is that 
every pair of diagonals adjacent in it lies on the boundary of some cell of the 
decomposition, so the pair corresponds to an edge in the factor graph. We can 
discover this subsequence quickly, once we know the triangles containing the path 
endpoints.3 By combining the pre-computed information stored for adjacent pairs 
of diagonals, we can then find the path itself. 
For the remainder of this section, let us fix our attention on the shortest path 
connecting two particular points p and q in P. The triangles containing the points 
p and q in the underlying triangulation associated with S determine the sequence 
of diagonals crossed by the shortest path between the two points. These diagonals 
each split P into two parts, one containing p and the other q. We call these 
diagonals separating for p and q; the shortest path from p to q crosses only these 
diagonals, and each of them exactly once. In fact, the shortest path between the 
points must cross these separating diagonals in a particular order. When the 
shortest path from p to q crosses a diagonal d, it must have already crossed all 
the separating diagonals on the side of d nearer p and none of those on the side 
‘Note that the decomposition provided by the polygon cutting theorem is rarely unique; different 
decompositions result from different choices of splitting edges. When the decomposition is unique, there 
is only one triangulation of the polygon, and the algorithm of Tarjan and Van Wyk finds it. 
3 The triangles can be found using any standard O(log n) point-location method, such as [EGS]. 
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nearer q. Note also that in this ordering adjacent separating diagonals must have 
different depths, and that between any two diagonals of the same depth there must 
be one of lesser depth (the “lacuna” soperty). These facts are easy to establish and 
their proofs are omitted. 
We now define a subsequence of the separating diagonals that will be useful in 
finding the shortest path, the subsequence of the so-called principal separating 
diagonals. Which are the principal diagonals? Consider the lowest common 
ancestor d in S of all the separating diagonals. Clearly d itself is a separating 
diagonal and its depth is minimal among all separating diagonals. Indeed, the 
above remarks imply that 2 can be characterized by this minimal depth property. 
We define d to be a principal diagonal. The separating diagonals nearest p and q 
are also defined to be principal diagonals; we call them d, and d,, respectively. 
(Note that d can be d, or d,, or both, if they coincide.) We then define D, to be 
the subsequence of the separating diagonals between d, and 2 obtained as follows: 
Scan through this sequence from dp to (2 and keep track of the minimum depth seen 
so far. During the scan, discard all diagonals with depth greater than the current 
minimum. The remaining diagonals are of strictly decreasing depth (by the lacuna 
property) and form D,. The sequence D, is defined symmetrically, proceeding from 
d, to d The principal diagonals are then just those in D, together with those in D,. 
The strict monotonicity of depths in D, has two important consequences. First, 
it implies that there are only logarithmically many principal diagonals in D,. 
Second, each diagonal in D,, except a, is contained in the cell split by its successor 
in D,, and hence is a descendant in S of that successor. Therefore D, is a 
subsequence of the diagonals on the path in S from d, to d Analogous statements 
hold for D,. 
This observation makes it easy to compute D, in logarithmic time. Instead of 
scanning through all the separating diagonals between d, and 2 in the polygon P, 
we can just look at the diagonals on the path from dp to 2 in the tree S. If any of 
these diagonals is between d and dp in P, it is a separating diagonal and belongs 
to D,. Otherwise, it is not separating and not in D,. The test of whether one 
diagonal lies between two other diagonals can be performed in constant time. Here 
is an outline of the method: Let T be the dual tree of the triangulation. Preprocess 
it by assigning to each node t (corresponding to a triangle) its preorder and post- 
order numbers Pre(t) and Post(t). Then a nodes is the ancestor of node t if and 
only if both Pre(s)< Pre(t) and Post(s) > Post(t). Translate the query about 
diagonals of P (corresponding to edges of T) into one about nodes of T. The query 
asks whether nodes lies on the path from r to t. The answer is yes if and only if 
one of two conditions holds: s is an ancestor of exactly one of r and t, or it is their 
lowest common ancestor. 
Because all the separating diagonals between a pair e and f of adjacent principal 
diagonals in D, have depth greater than e and f, the principal diagonals e and f 
must lie on the boundary of a single cell and be connected by an edge in the factor 
graph. These adjacent principal diagonals represent pairs for which the preproces- 
sing phase of our algorithm stores a representation of all shortest paths between 
points on the diagonals in 
we can extract a sequence 
path from p to q must lie. 
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the pair. In conclusion, we know that in O(log n) time 
of O(log n) cells in whose “concatenation” the shortest 
4. HOURGLASSES AND SHORTEST PATHS 
This section introduces a geometrical structure called an hourglass to represent 
shortest paths between two diagonals. An hourglass is associated with each edge of 
the factor graph; by combining the hourglasses of the edges that connect principal 
diagonals, we get a representation of all shortest paths between d, and d,. The 
previous sections have been purposefully vague about the notion of “combining” 
hourglasses; we now make the combining process more concrete. However, 
we postpone describing the data structures that implement hourglasses until 
Subsection 4.3. 
Shortest paths are so important in this section that we introduce a special 
notation to refer to them. We use n(p, q) to represent the shortest path inside P 
that connects points p and q. 
Hourglasses are a generalization of the funnels used by Lee and Preparata [LPI, 
so we begin by describing funnels. A funnel represents shortest paths from a source 
s to points on a polygon edge or diagonal. Let p1 and p2 be the endpoints of a 
diagonal d, and let s be a source. The shortest path from s to pI shares edges with 
the path from s to pz for part of its length; at some vertex a the two paths part and 
proceed separately to their destinations. (Note that a may be s.) Once separated, 
the two paths cannot rejoin, since shortest paths inside P are unique. The vertex a 
is called the apex of the funnel; the funnel itself is composed of the two paths 
n(u, pI) and ~(a, p2). See Fig. 1 for an example of a funnel. Note that each of the 
funnel paths is inward convex. It bulges in toward the area bounded by the funnel 
and the diagonal d (the funnel interior). This area is free of obstacle points because 
of the simplicity of P. 
If each vertex u of a funnel is labelled with the length of the path rr(s, u), the 
funnel can be used to determine the length of the path rr(s, q) for every q on the 
FIG. 1. A funnel. 
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diagonal d. Since the slope of edges in the funnel varies monotonically from one 
endpoint of the funnel to the other (except for possible transitions through vertical), 
there is a unique tangent from q to the funnel. Please refer to Fig. 2. Let II be the 
funnel vertex on this tangent that is closest to q (the tangent may be collinear with 
an edge of the funnel). The shortest path from s to q follows rc(s, a) to the apex a, 
then follows funnel edges to a, and finally takes the tangent from v to q across the 
funnel interior. The length of the shortest path is just the length of the segment @ 
plus the length of the path rc(s, v). 
Because the source vertex in our problem is not fixed, we need richer structures 
than funnels. We therefore introduce an enhanced version of the hourglasses used 
by Guibas et al. [GHLST]. An hourglass represents all shortest paths between two 
diagonals. Let AB and m be two diagonals in the triangulation of P, labelled so 
that BACD is a subsequence of the vertex sequence of P. The union of the two 
paths n(A, C) and n(B, D) is the hourglass of AB and CD. (Please refer to Fig. 3.) 
If the paths share any vertices, then the hourglass is essentially two funnels joined 
by a polygonal path between their apexes. We call this shortest path between the 
apexes the string and refer to the hourglass as closed. If the paths are disjoint, the 
hourglass consists of two inward convex chains. In this case, AB and m are 
mutually visible; there is a segment with one endpoint on AB and the other on m 
that avoids the polygon. We refer to the hourglass as open. 
Given a point p on AB and a point q on CD, we can use the hourglass to find 
the shortest path from p to q. If the hourglass is closed, the problem decomposes 
into two single-source queries. The complete shortest path is just the concatenation 
of the path from p to the apex of its funnel, the string, and the path from the apex 
of the other funnel to q. When the hourglass is open, the situation is slightly more 
complicated. If p and q are mutually visible (segment p4 avoids the hourglass), then 
p4 is the shortest path. Otherwise, consider the lines of sight between AB and m 
(segments that avoid the hourglass and have one endpoint on each of AB and CD). 
Suppose one of the lines of sight has p and q on the same side, say the side where 
A and C lie. Then the shortest path includes the tangent from p to A(A, C), the 
tangent from q to n(A, C), and the portion of n(A, C) connecting the tangents. See 
FIG. 2. Shortest path to s from a point on the funnel diagonal. 
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closed 
FIG. 3. The hourglass of ;iB and m. 
Fig. 4a. If every line of sight separates p from q, the shortest path includes an inner 
common tangent between the hourglass chains. In this case there is an unblocked 
tangent from p to one of the hourglass chains, say rc(A, C), but not to the other. 
Similarly, there is a tangent from q to n(B, D). The shortest path between p and q 
includes these tangents, the inner common tangent between n(A, C) and rr(B, D) 
that gives the shorter path, and the portions of the hourglass chains needed to 
connect the tangents. Please refer to Fig. 4b for an example of this type of shortest 
path. 
Hourglasses are especially well suited to our algorithm because they are con- 
catenable. That is, if diagonal d2 separates d, from d,, it is easy to compute the 
hourglass for the diagonal pair (d,, d3) from the hourglasses for (d,, d2) and 
(d2, d3). There are several special cases, but the basic idea is simple: we just find the 
common tangents of the convex chains that make up the two hourglasses. The 
special cases arise because the concatenation of two open hourglasses can be closed. 
Case A. If the hourglasses for (d,, d2) and (d2, d,) are both closed, so is that 
for (d,, d3). It retains the funnels for dl and d, unchanged, but omits both funnels 
for d2. The shortest path a(a, a’) between the apexes of the two funnels for d2 
consists of the common tangent between the two funnels and the funnel portions 




FIG. 4. Shortest paths in an open hourglass. 
that connect it to the apexes. The string for (d,, d3) incorporates the strings for 
(d,, d2) and (d,, d3), linking them with IL(U, a’). Please see Fig. 5. 
Case B. If one hourglass is closed, say that for (d,, d2), and the other is open, 
the result is closed. Suppose a is the apex of the funnel for d2 in the closed 
hourglass. Constructing the shortest paths from a to the endpoints of d3 requires a 
constant number of common tangent computations, These shortest paths define a 
FIG. 5. Concatenating two closed hourglasses. 
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funnel on d3 with apex a’. The new hourglass uses this funnel, the old funnel on d, , 
and augments the old string with the shortest path ~(a, a’). See Fig. 6. 
Case C. If both hourglasses are open, their concatenation may be either open 
or closed. The four common tangents that touch one chain from each hourglass 
determine the result. If both outer common tangents are unblocked, the new 
hourglass is open, as in Fig. 7a. Otherwise the result is closed, and the points of 
contact of the inner common tangents determine the apexes of the funnels. Refer to 
Fig. 7b. 
We have not yet seen how to use hourglasses to find shortest paths if the path 
endpoints are not on the hourglass diagonals. However, this is not a difficult exten- 
sion. Suppose d, and d, are the first and last diagonals in the sequence of separating 
diagonals between p and q, and that we are given the hourglass for (d,, d,). The 
shortest path is determined by the tangents to the hourglass that pass through p 
and q. One way to think of this is to view p and q as tiny diagonals; then the tri- 
angle defined by p and d, is the hourglass for (p, d,). Concatenating the hourglasses 
for (p, d,), (d,, d,), and (d,, q) gives a single closed hourglass with no funnels, only 
string. The string is the shortest path between p and q. 
4.1. Hourglass Data Structures: Specifications and Use 
We have seen that concatenation of hourglasses gives a way to find shortest 
paths. However, the details of representing, constructing, and concatenating 
hourglasses have gone unmentioned so far. The sequel of this section corrects that 
omission, introducing a data structure that allows efficient representation and 
manipulation of hourglasses. This subsection specifies the operations that the struc- 
ture must support, as well as the allowable space and time complexities of each. It 
demonstrates that any structure satisfying the specification can be used to answer 
shortest path queries efficiently. The following two subsections present a data 
structure that meets the specification. 
Let us begin by giving a notation for our data structure. We represent the 
hourglass between diagonals d, and d2 by the data structure H(d,, d2). In all the 
specifications that follow, whenever diagonals d,, d2, and d3 appear, we assume 
that d, lies between d, and d, in P. This means that hourglasses H(d,, d2) and 
H(d,, d3) can be concatenated.4 
Concatenation is the fundamental hourglass operation. The previous section 
shows that concatenation reduces to finding common tangents between pairs of 
convex polygonal chains. A point is a degenerate convex chain, but our algorithms 
must be able to handle the general case about as well as the degenerate one. This 
is the import of the following specification requirement: 
4 The data structure for hourglass H(d,, d2) need not be identical to that for H(d,, d,), though the 
two are closely related. In this section we will assume that one hourglass can be obtained from the other 
in constant time. This happens to be true for the data structure introduced in the next two subsections; 
if it were not true, we could achieve the same effect (at twice the cost) just by computing both versions 
of every hourglass. 
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FIG. 6. Concatenating one closed and one open hourglass. 
FIG. 7. 
b 
Concatenating two open hourglasses: (a) open result; (b) closed result. 
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(1) If our data structure allows tangent lines from a point to hourglasses 
H(d, , d2) and iY(d2, d3) to be found in times t, and r2, respectively, then the 
common tangents of the two hourglasses must be computable in time O(r, + tZ). 
This is not too restrictive a condition: the standard algorithms for finding a line 
through a point and tangent to a convex chain are related in the same way to the 
standard algorithms for finding common tangents between two convex chains 
[OvL; PS, Sections 3.3.6-3.3.71. 
We want our data structure to reflect the close tie between finding tangents and 
concatenation. In particular, the structure must use space efficiently: we cannot 
afford to represent each hourglass as an explicit polygon. If an hourglass is formed 
by the concatenation of two others, we must record only incremental information. 
Furthermore, concatenation must leave its operands unchanged. Thus we impose 
the following requirement: 
(2) If tangents from a point to hourglasses H(d,, d2) and H(dz, d3) can be 
found in times TV and t2, respectively, then the hourglass H(d,, d3) can be 
constructed from the two constituent hourglasses in O(t, + r2) time and additional 
space. Furthermore, the original two hourglasses are unaltered by the concatena- 
tion operation. 
It may seem odd that we allow a new hourglass to take O(r, + z2) additional space: 
as the reader may have guessed, our hourglass implementation will be based on 
binary trees, and we would intuitively expect binary trees to take only constant 
additional space per hourglass. This intuition is essentially correct, but it does not 
take into account requirement (4) below. We need the extra space to satisfy the last 
part of that requirement, which deals with retrieving the edges of an hourglass. The 
details of edge retrieval appear in Section 4.2. 
The final two properties of the hourglass specification guarantee that it can be 
used to answer queries quickly: 
(3) If tangents from a point to H(d,, d2) and H(d,, d3) can be found in times 
r, and t2, tangents to H(d,, d3) can be found in time max(r,, r2) + C for some 
constant C. 
(4) If tangents from a point to H(d,, d2) can be found in time 7, the length 
of the shortest path between query points on d, and d, can be found in O(r) time. 
The path itself can be found in O(z + m) time, where m is the number of turns in 
the path. 
The shortest path from p to q crosses a sequence of O(log n) principal diagonals. 
Every pair of neighbors in that sequence is connected by an edge in the factor 
graph S*. Thus if we store H(d,, d2) for every pair of diagonals d, and d2 linked 
by an edge in S*, we will have all the hourglasses we need to compute shortest 
paths by concatenation. The next few paragraphs present an algorithm to construct 
the necessary hourglasses in linear time and space. 
In Section 2 we imagined the decomposition of P as proceeding in a series of time 
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steps, adding diagonals of depth k at time k. Now consider running time back- 
wards, first deleting diagonals of greatest depth in S, then second greatest, and so 
on. Each deletion creates a new cell by merging two adjacent cells; when a new cell 
appears, we construct hourglasses between every pair of diagonals on the cell’s 
boundary. When the last diagonal is finally removed, we will have constructed 
hourglasses corresponding to all the edges in S*. 
The inductive invariant of the construction is the following: just before the 
diagonals of depth k are deleted, all hourglasses in cells with depth greater than k 
have been computed. The basis is easy to establish: before deleting any diagonals, 
we construct trivial hourglasses between all pairs of diagonals that lie on the border 
of the same triangle in the underlying triangulation. As the algorithm runs, the dele- 
tion of a diagonal d of depth k merges two cells into one (the cell Pd). Each of the 
two cells has a set of hourglasses with d at one end (d has been paired with every 
other bounding diagonal of the cell). To maintain the invariant, we concatenate 
every hourglass from one side of d with every hourglass from the other side of d. 
This process computes hourglasses for exactly those pairs of diagonals linked by 
edges in S*, and it requires only one concatenation for each hourglass generated. 
The hourglasses built during the construction have special properties that we 
exploit to prove the linear time and space bounds. The procedure combines 
hourglasses in a balanced fashion, so that the cost of computing common tangents, 
which could be linear in the sizes of the chains involved, is instead logarithmic. To 
express this bound, let us introduce a logarithmic quantity to measure hourglass 
size. If two diagonals dl and d2 are linked by an edge in S*, they lie on the bound- 
ary of some cell. We define I(d,, d2) to be the logarithm of the size of that cell. 
LEMMA 2. If d, and d2 are linked by an edge in the factor graph, it is possible to 
find the tangents through a point to the hourglass H(d,, d2) in time O(il(d,, d2)). 
ProoJ Let c’ denote the constant implied by the “0” notation in the statement 
of the lemma. Like the hourglass construction, the proof proceeds by induction. 
The claim is certainly true for the hourglasses present before any diagonals are 
deleted. The cells they bridge are triangles, and so tangent computation takes only 
constant time, say time D. 
Now consider deleting a diagonal d, creating cell Pd from left and right subcells. 
We concatenate every hourglass that links d to a diagonal on its left with every 
hourglass that links d to a diagonal on its right. The left and right cells are within 
a factor of two in size, so P, is at least $ the size of the larger. By the third data 
structure requirement above, tangents to a newly created hourglass H(dl, d2) can 
be found in time at most C’A(d,, d,) - C’log(z) + C. Choosing C’ to be the 
maximum of C/log s and D completes the proof. 1 
We now have the tools we need to prove the linearity of the construction. The 
preceding proposition, along with the first and second data structure requirements, 
implies that an hourglass obtained by concatenating two hourglasses across 
diagonal d’ can be built from its constituent hourglasses in time and space propor- 
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tional to the logarithm of the size of Pdz. This quantity is proportional to h(d’), the 
height of d’ in S, which is in turn less than the height of the higher of the two 
diagonals the new hourglass links. Let this higher diagonal be d. Since there are 
O(h(d)) edges in S* joining d to lower diagonals, the hourglasses corresponding to 
these edges can be built in O((h(d))*) time and space. Overall, the construction 
takes time and space proportional to 
c (h(d))2= 0 1 k*($)% = O(n). 
de.s k G I + logj.z n > 
The hourglasses built by the construction are sufficient to answer shortest path 
queries in O(log* n) time: There are O(log n) hourglasses between p and q that link 
principal diagonals. These can be concatenated into a single long hourglass using 
O(log n) concatenations. The above proposition and the first three data structure 
requirements imply that each concatenation takes O(log n) time. Finally, by 
viewing p and q as diagonals, we can concatenate H(p, d,), H(d,, d,), and H(d,, q) 
to get H(p, q) in O(log n) additional time. This hourglass is a string equal to the 
shortest path from p to q. Since H(p, q) is just a string, the length of the shortest 
path is available as soon as the concatenation is finished. By the fourth require- 
ment, the path itself can be extracted in additional time proportional to the number 
of turns along it. 
In Section 5 we will see how to improve this bound to O(log n). 
4.2. The Chain Data Structure 
Convex polygonal chains are the basic constituents of hourglasses. Because of the 
importance of such chains, we devote this subsection to discussion of the chain data 
structure and its properties. This data structure represents ordered convex chains by 
binary trees, in a manner similar to the dynamic convex hull structure of Overmars 
and van Leeuwen [OvL]. Subsection 4.3 then uses this data structure to implement 
hourglasses. In order to ensure that the hourglasses built from chains satisfy the 
four conditions previously stated, we construct the chains to satisfy analogous 
conditions. 
The convex chains that appear in hourglasses have special properties not found 
in general convex chains. Each chain is a shortest path inside P: if the chain has 
endpoints A and B, the chain is n(A, B). The polygon touches only one side of the 
chain, and hence the chain is convex. The chain bulges toward the polygon interior. 
Because the chain belongs to an open hourglass or funnel, it cannot spiral: the 
chain is equal to its own convex hull minus the segment AB. 
By convention we assume that the chain ?$A, B) uses vertices from the boundary 
of P counterclockwise from A and clockwise from B. We think of the chain as 
convex upward, with A at the left end. 
In our representation, a chain can be one of two types: a trivial chain, which is 
a single polygon edge, or a derived chain, which is the convex hull of two subchains. 
In other words, if AC is not a polygon edge, the chain z(A, C) is represented as the 
57113912.2 
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convex hull of rc(A, B) and n(B, C) for some B along the polygon boundary 
between A and C. The chain contains the outer common tangent of r&4, B) and 
a(B, C), along with the parts of the subchains that connect the tangent to A and 
C. Either subchain may contribute nothing to the shortest path, or the tangent may 
be null. Figure 8 gives examples of these cases. 
A tangent edge may consist of a single point; however, we ensure that there are 
not too many such null edges in any chain. If a null edge in rt(A, B) or R(B, C) 
coincides with one endpoint of the outer common tangent of n(A, B) and n(B, C), 
we do not include the null edge in the derived chain rr(A, C). As a result, no chain 
contains adjacent null edges. (Adjacent null edges are impossible even without this 
convention, so long as every chain has at least one non-null edge. However, if 
single-point chains are allowed, as in Section 4.3, the convention is necessary.) 
Because any chain has at most one more null edge than it has non-null ones, the 
per-edge cost of retrieving a chain’s non-null edges is at most roughly twice the per- 
edge cost of retrieving all its edges. 
Another normalization guarantees that no chain has adjacent collinear edges. If 
the common tangent of $A, B) and R(B, C) is collinear with an edge in one of the 
two chains, we extend the tangent edge to delete the collinear edge from K(A, C). 
The two most important operations supported by the chain data structure are 
tangent-finding and construction of a chain from its subchains. These are the same 
operations needed in the dynamic convex hull algorithm of Over-mars and van 
Leeuwen [OvL]. Like the dynamic convex hull structure, the chain data structure 
is basically a binary tree. A trivial chain is represented by a leaf node that contains 
the edge. A derived chain rc(A, C) is represented by a node that contains the 
common tangent of the subchains n(A, B) and n(B, C), along with pointers to the 
nodes that represent those subchains. 
The data structure must support two types of tangent queries. In the first, we are 
given a chain n(A, C) and a query point X outside the convex hull of the chain. We 
want to find the two tangents from X to the chain. We can find each tangent by 
looking at the edge stored at the node v that represents K(A, C). In constant time 
we determine which subchain the tangent touches, then find the tangent by recur- 
sively searching in the subchain’s tree. This search takes time proportional to the 
FIG. 8. A chain is the convex hull of its subchains. Either subchain may contribute no edges to the 
result, or the tangent edge may be null. 
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height of the tree rooted at u. The second type of tangent query asks for the inner 
and outer common tangents of two chains. Neither chain is contained in the convex 
hull of the other. Using the techniques of Overmars and van Leeuwen, the tangents 
can be found in time proportional to the sum of the heights of the trees that 
represent K(A, B) and 7t( C, D). 
In the hourglass application of the chain data structure, we need to compute only 
one tangent at a time. We modify the tangent-finding algorithms to produce only 
the desired tangent. To use the modified algorithms, a tangent query specifies, for 
each chain, whether the desired tangent heads left or right from the point of 
tangency. Recall that we define left and right for each chain by taking the convex 
side to be up. 
Our data structure is more complicated than that of Overmars and van Leeuwen 
because it must support more operations; however, the additional structures 
described below do not slow down the tangent-finding operations. Thus we have 
established the following analogues to conditions (1) and (3): 
(Cl) If the lines passing through a given query point and tangent to chains 
rc(A, B) and n(C, D) can be found in times r, and r2, the common tangents of the 
two chains can be found in time O(T, + r2). 
(C3) Suppose chain rc(A, C) is built from subchains rr(A, B) and rc(B, C). 
If tangents from a point to chains $A, B) and x(B, C) can be found in times 5, 
and r2, tangents to their combined chain n(A, C) can be found in time 
max(t,, 5*) + (constant). 
Condition (4) requires us to compute path lengths in hourglasses. To help find 
path lengths, we store chain lengths in the chain data structure. Consider a chain 
rc(A, E) built from two subchains n(A, C) and n(C, E). The subchains are joined by 
the tangent edge m, as shown in Fig. 9. At the node representing rc(A, E), we store 
the lengths of its components rc(A, B), m, and rr(D, E). The sum of these lengths 
is the length of n(A, E). 
For ease of description, let us give names to some of the fields in the chain data 
structure. If node u represents the chain of Fig. 9, u. tan is the tangent edge m. The 
lengths of x(A, B) and x(D, E) are v.llen and v.rlen. The tangent edge has length 
u. den. For convenience we define v.len to be the length of the whole chain rc(A, E), 
FIG. 9. A canonical example of a chain formed by combining two subchains. 
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the sum of the other length fields. If u’s chain is just a single edge, then v.ZZen = 
v. rlen = 0 and v. len = v. tlen. 
The following lemma helps us fill in the length fields of v. 
LEMMA 3. Let v be the root of the tree representing the chain K(A, E) of Fig. 9. 
Let u be a node in the tree whose edge u. tan appears in IX(A, E), and let X be the right 
endpoint of u. tan. The length of the chain z(A, X) can be determined by looking at 
the lengths stored at the nodes along the path from v to u in the tree. 
Proof The proof is by induction on the length of the path from v to u. If the 
path is of length zero, then u = u, and u. tan =m. The length of n(A, X) is just 
u.ZZen + u. tlen, the length of x(A, B) plus the length of m. 
If u # u, the proof has two cases, depending on whether u is in the left or right 
subtree of v. If u is left of v, then only edges from the subchain n(A, B) contribute 
to n(A, X). The right subchain rc(C, E) has no effect on the length of x(A, X). By 
induction, we can find the length of n(A, X) by looking at the lengths stored along 
the path from the left child of u down to u. 
If u is right of v, then x(A, X) consists of x(A, B), m, and some prefix of 
rc(0, E). Thus the length of n(A, X) is v.llen + v. tlen plus the length of n(D, X). This 
last term is the same as the length of 7t(C, X) minus the length of rc(C, D). If t is 
the right child of v, the node associated with n(C, E), then the length of x(A, X) is 
v.lZen + v.tlen + (v.rlen - t.len) plus the length of rc(C, X). (This is just v.Zen - t.Zen 
plus the length of n(C, X).) By induction, we can find the length of rr(C, X) by look- 
ing at the nodes on the path from t to u. 1 
When we build chain x(A, E) out of the subchains n(A, C) and rr(C, E), we find 
the outer common tangent of the two subchains, m in Fig. 9. Let u be the node 
that represents n(A, E), and let e be the edge of n(A, C) that is just to the left of 
the tangent BD. Edge e is U. tan for some node u in the tree representing the left sub- 
chain. We find u during the tangent-finding operation. The preceding lemma shows 
that we can determine v.llen by looking at the nodes along the path from u up to 
the root of the left subtree. We can find v.rlen in a similar manner. Thus all the 
length fields can be computed in time proportional to the height of v. This com- 
pletes our discussion of the length fields. 
The hardest data structure requirement to satisfy is the edge retrieval one: given 
a chain data structure, we must be able to retrieve the edges of the chain in con- 
stant time apiece. Retrieval in constant time per edge is especially difficult because 
the data structure for a chain must not modify the corresponding structures for its 
left and right subchains. 
Our solution uses a compact representation of the differences between the 
chain and its left and right subchains. The representation is based on storing the 
two paths from the root to the nodes u and y whose edges u. tan and y. tan are 
adjacent on either side to the tangent between the subchains. 
To be more concrete, consider the node v that represents the chain in Fig. 9. 
Node v has two lists associated with it, a left and a right edge retrieval list, or 
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retrieval fist for short. Each record r in the left retrieval list has two pointers, one 
to a node in V’S left subtree, and one to a record in another retrieval list, called the 
partner of r. The right retrieval list is analogous to the left retrieval list. 
We define retrieval lists in two stages: we specify the node pointers here and the 
partner fields below. Let w be the left child of u, and let u be the node in the subtree 
rooted at w whose edge U. tan appears in rr(A, E) and is incident to B. The records 
in u’s left retrieval list point to the nodes on the path from w to U, inclusive, whose 
associated edges belong to ?r(A, E). The retrieval list keeps the nodes in the same 
order as the path from w to U. We have specified the node pointers of the left 
retrieval list; those of the right retrieval list are defined analogously. 
The following lemma partially characterizes edge retrieval lists, and thereby 
enables us to specify the partner fields of list records. 
LEMMA 4. Let s and t be two nodes pointed to by consecutive records in the left 
retrieval list of v. Then these two nodes are in an ancestor/descendant relationship. If 
s is the ancestor, then t is in the right subtree of s, and some record in the right 
retrieval list of s points to t. Analogous claims hold for records in the right retrieval 
list of v. 
Proof. We first prove that t is in the right subtree of s. Because u. tan is adjacent 
to u. tan, it must lie to the right of s. tan, and hence u is in the right subtree of s. 
Since the path from u to u goes through t, t must be in the right subtree ofs. 
Because t’s associated edge t. tan appears in u’s chain n(A, E), it also appears in 
the chain 72 represented by s. All the edges between s. tan and t. tan in n( A, E) also 
belong to 72. 
Let x be the descendant of s such that x. tan is immediately to the right of s. tan 
in 72. Either x = t or x is to the left of the path from s to t. Let y be the lowest 
common ancestor of x and t. Since x and t are both to the right of s, y is not equal 
to s. 
In any chain in which y. tan appears, it must lie between x. tan and t. tan, 
inclusive; otherwise x and t would lie in the same subtree of y. Edges x. tan and 
t. tan both belong to x(A, E), and hence so does y. tan. Node y lies on the path from 
u to u’s left child w, so it must belong to v’s left retrieval list. Because s # y, it must 
be that y = t. Hence t is an ancestor of x. The edge t. tan belongs to ti, and so some 
record in the right retrieval list of s must point to t. a 
We can now specify the partner fields of retrieval list records. The partner field 
of the first record in a retrieval list is null. Let r and r’ be two consecutive records 
in u’s left retrieval list that point to nodes s and t, with s an ancestor of t. Then the 
partner field of r’ points to the record in the right retrieval list of s that points to 
t. The partner fields of records in the right retrieval list are defined analogously. 
The following two lemmas show that edge retrieval lists allow us to report the 
edges of a chain in constant time apiece. 
LEMMA 5. Let r be a record in the left retrieval list of v, and let s be the node it 
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points to. Using the part of the retrieval list r heads, we can retrieve all the edges of 
v’s chain strictly between s.tan and v.tan in left-to-right order and in constant time 
per edge. A similar claim holds for right retrieval lists. 
Proof The proof is by double induction on the height of v and the length of the 
retrieval list tail r heads. 
If v has height zero, that is, it has no child trees, its retrieval lists are null and 
the claim is vacuously true. The claim also holds any time the retrieval list tail is 
empty: there are no edges to retrieve. 
If r is the last record in v’s left retrieval list, the claim is true. There are no edges 
in v’s chain between s. tan and t. tan. 
Now assume the claim holds for all nodes with height less than that of v. Further 
assume that it holds for nodes with v’s height and retrieval list tails shorter than the 
one r heads. Let r’ be the successor of r in v’s left retrieval list, and let t be the node 
pointed to by r’. We need to retrieve all the edges of v’s chain between s. tan 
and t. tan. 
Since both s. tan and t. tan appear in v’s chain, the edges between them in v’s 
chain are also edges of the chain represented by s. As noted in Lemma 4, some 
record in the right retrieval list of s points to t. The partner field of r’ points to that 
record. By the induction hypothesis, we can retrieve all the edges between s. tan and 
t. tan using the tail of the right retrieval list of s that r’ points to, since the height 
of s is less than that of v. In constant time we report t. tan. Again by the induction 
hypothesis, we can report all the edges between t. tan and v. tan in constant time 
apiece, since the list r’ heads is shorter than the one r heads. [ 
LEMMA 6. Using v’s left edge retrieval list, we can report all the edges of v’s chain 
that are to the left of v. tan. We produce the edges in left-to-right order and at 
constant cost per edge. A similar claim holds for v’s right retrieval list. 
Proof: We consider only the edges to the left of v; the other case is analogous. 
The proof is by induction on the height of v. If v has no children, its retrieval lists 
are null and the claim is trivially true. The claim is similarly true whenever the left 
retrieval list is null. 
If the left retrieval list is not null, let r be the head of the list, and let t be the 
node to which r points. We prove that t is in the left subtree of each of its ancestors 
on the path to v. If t were to the right of any of its ancestors, the edge belonging 
to the highest such ancestor would belong to v’s chain, since all the edges belonging 
to higher nodes would be to the right of t. tan. Since none of t’s ancestors has an 
edge that belongs to v’s chain, t is to the left of all its ancestors. 
The left part of i’s chain is not hidden by any of t’s ancestors, and so it belongs 
to v’s chain. By induction, we can report the edges left of t. tan using t’s left retrieval 
list. We report t. tan in constant time. By Lemma 5, we can report the edges 
between t. tan and v. tan in order and in constant time apiece using v’s left retrieval 
list. i 
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We have shown that edge retrieval lists can be used to report the edges of a chain 
in constant time apiece. The lists for a node u are small: their size is bounded by 
a constant times the height of u. In the remainder of this subsection, we show how 
to construct edge retrieval lists efficiently. 
Let u be the node in u’s left subtree such that u.tan is adjacent to v.tan in v’s 
chain. The left retrieval list of u points to nodes on the path from v to U. To 
construct the retrieval list, we must be able to tell which nodes on the path have 
edges in u’s chain. We give a method for recognizing these nodes below. 
Once we know which nodes on the path to u have edges in u’s chain, we can 
build a retrieval list with pointers to these nodes. We then fill in the partner fields 
of the records in the list. The partner field of the first record in the retrieval list is 
null. For each pair of nodes s and t pointed to by consecutive records r and r’ in 
u’s left retrieval list, we lill in the partner field of r’ by walking down the right 
retrieval list of s to the record that points to t. That record is the partner of r’. Set- 
ting all the partner fields takes time proportional to the height of v. When we walk 
down the right retrieval list of s looking for a record that points to t, we see records 
that point to nodes with distinct heights less than that of s and no smaller than that 
of t. Overall, the number of records we examine while setting partner fields is less 
than the length of the path from u to U. 
We now tell how to recognize the nodes on the path from u to u that have edges 
in v’s chain. Our approach is based on comparing pairs of diagonals or polygon 
edges using the hiding test described below. Let t be a node in the tree rooted at 
v. If t.tun does not appear in v’s chain, there is some edge 2 in u’s chain such that 
t. tan is contained in the pocket defined by ab and the polygon boundary between 
a and b. We say that z hides t. tan. See Fig. 10. 
We can test whether one edge hides another by comparing the indices of their 
endpoints, assuming all the endpoints are polygon vertices. Suppose that the edge 
connecting vertices i and 1 belongs to u’s chain, and i is left of 1 on the chain. If i < I, 
the polygon vertices are numbered consecutively along the boundary of the pocket 
cut off by 8. In this case, an edge JT is hidden by z if and only if JT #?i and both 
integers j and k lie in the interval [i, l]. If i > 1, an edge JX is hidden by 2 if and 
only if Jx # il and both j and k are outside the interval [Z + 1, i - 11. 
At query time, not all chain vertices are polygon vertices: the query points p and 
q appear in some chains. Points p and q are not necessarily polygon vertices, so we 
must assign them vertex numbers before using the hiding test. Suppose that source 
point p lies in triangle n ijk and that d,, is diagonal z. (See Fig. 11.) We construct 
FIG. 10. Segment ;;6 hides z. 
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FIG. 11. We assign vertex numbers to p and 4, and hence are able to use the hiding test at query 
time. 
the hourglass from p to q by pretending p is a polygon vertex (it is as if the darkly 
shaded part of the polygon were absent). We assign to p the vertex number j. This 
gives a consistent counterclockwise numbering to the vertices of the unshaded 
subpolygon and allows us to test hiding as described above. 
The following lemma shows how to use the hiding test to construct retrieval lists. 
LEMMA 7. Let u be the node in the left subtree of v such that u. tan is adjacent 
to v. tan in v’s chain, and let t be a descendant of v on the path from v to u. Let s 
be the lowest proper ancestor of t such that s. tan appears in v’s chain. Either t. tan 
is hidden by s. tan or by v. tan, or it appears in v’s chain. 
ProojI If t. tan does not appear in v’s chain, it is hidden by an edge belonging 
to one of its ancestors. If s = v, then v. tan is the only edge that can hide t. tan. If 
s # v, Lemma 4 implies that t is in the right subtree of s. By the same lemma, s is 
in the right subtree of all its ancestors that appear in v’s left retrieval list. The edges 
of those ancestors cannot hide t. tan: they are left of s. tan, and t. tan is not. The only 
remaining ancestors of t whose edges may hide t. tan are s and v. 1 
To determine which nodes on the path from u to u have edges in v’s chain, we 
walk down the path testing each one. Suppose t is the current node and s is its 
lowest proper ancestor such that s. tan appears in v’s chain. If t. tan is not hidden 
by s. tan or v. tan, then it appears in v’s chain. 
We have now described all the elements of the chain data structure. A chain is 
represented by the root node of a binary tree; the node is augmented with edge 
retrieval lists to help report the edges of the chain. Including its retrieval lists, each 
node uses storage proportional to the height of its tree. We have shown how to 
construct a chain’s tree from its subchains’ trees in time proportional to the height 
of the new tree, which is in turn proportional to the sum of the heights of the sub- 
trees. The new chain’s data structure does not modify any of the old chains’ data 
structures. Taken together with (Cl), these facts establish the following analogues 
to requirements (2) and (4): 
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(C2) If tangents from a point to chains rc(A, B) and z(B, C) can be found in 
times z1 and r2, the data structure for the combined chain n(A, C) can be built in 
O(z, + z2) time and additional space. Furthermore, the data structures for the 
original two chains are unaltered by the construction. 
(C4) The length of a chain can be found in constant time. The edge sequence 
of the chain can be extracted in constant time per edge. 
4.3. Hourglass Data Structures: Implementation 
This subsection uses the chains of the preceding subsection to implement the 
hourglass data structure. The hourglass data structure satisfies the requirements 
enunciated at the beginning of this section, and hence it can be used to answer 
shortest path queries efficiently. ‘Hourglasses have two main components: chains 
and strings. We have described the chain data structure in the preceding subsection; 
we begin this subsection with a discussion of strings. 
If we were concerned only with the lengths of shortest paths and not with the 
paths themselves, we could represent strings by their lengths alone. However, we 
need additional structures to represent the edges of a string. Our representation 
uses two types of strings, fundamental and derived. Fundamental strings are formed 
when the concatenation of two hourglasses collapses the multiple paths represented 
by funnels or open hourglasses into a single path. A fundamental string consists of 
two convex chains linked by a tangent edge; any of the pieces may be null. See 
Fig. 12 for examples. Derived strings are obtained by concatenating two or more 
previously defined strings (either fundamental or derived). A derived string is 
produced when a closed hourglass is concatenated with another hourglass. 
The chains that appear in strings are obtained by truncating hourglass chains. 
We can represent truncated chains using the data structure of Section 4.2. To clip 
off the right end of a chain, we simply create a new chain in which the old chain 
is the left subchain, the right subchain is null, and the tangent edge is the new 
FIG. 12. Examples of fundamental strings. 
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chain’s right endpoint. The convention adopted in Section 4.2 prevents us from 
putting one null edge next to another. Therefore any chain has at most one more 
null edge than it has non-null edges. 
A derived string, when fully expanded, is a sequence of fundamental strings. The 
data structure for a derived string represents this sequence as the leaves of a tree. 
A derived string is represented by an internal node whose children are its 
constituent strings. The tree has two or three children per node. See Fig. 13. 
We construct the derived string trees so that the non-empty fundamental strings 
that make up a derived string can be extracted in constant time apiece. When con- 
catenation would cause us to include an empty string in a derived string, we drop 
that string. We also rule out nodes in the tree representation of derived strings that 
have only one child. That is, when two hourglasses are concatenated and the result- 
ing string is just the string belonging to one of the two, we set the new hourglass 
to point to the old string, rather than creating a new derived string node with only 
one child. This strategy means that the internal nodes of a derived string tree have 
at least two children. Traversing the tree takes time proportional to the number of 
leaves (non-empty fundamental strings). Since the edges of each fundamental string 
can be extracted in constant time per edge, the edges of any string can be extracted 
within the same time bound. This concludes our discussion of the string data 
structure. 
An hourglass is built of at most four convex chains and one string. The hourglass 
data structure has pointers to these live components. If any of the parts is missing, 
as when the hourglass is open, the corresponding pointer is null. To concatenate 
two hourglasses, we find the relevant common tangents of their chains, build the 
appropriate chains and strings, and set the pointer fields of a new hourglass struc- 
A 
FIG. 13. A derived string and its data structure. 
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ture. Each new chain is either an old chain or a convex hull of two old chains, 
possibly with an end clipped off as described above. The new string, if any, is either 
a fundamental string or a derived string that points to one new fundamental string 
and one or two old strings. 
We can conclude from the preceding discussion that the hourglass data structure 
meets its specification. Each hourglass and string record uses a constant number of 
chains, and each concatenation requires a constant number of chain operations. 
Because chains satisfy conditions (Cl)-(C4), the hourglasses built from them satisfy 
requirements (l)-(4). 
5. IMPROVED QUERY TIME BOUNDS 
The data structures described above give an O(log’n) time bound for shortest 
path queries. This section shows how to cut a logarithmic factor off that bound. 
The idea behind the improvement comes from the following observation: if many 
shortest path queries are answered, hourglasses corresponding to edges high up in 
the factor graph are used many times; furthermore, the cost of concatenating them 
is the major contribution to query time. If we could find a way to bypass most of 
the computation high up in S*, we could reduce query costs. 
Finding the shortest path from p to q has four main steps: (1) locating the points 
in the triangulation, (2) finding the subsequences D, and D, of the separating 
diagonals, (3) finding the hourglass between d, and d,, and (4) concatenating 
H(p, d,) and H(d,, q) with H(d,, d4). Of these steps, only the third takes more 
than logarithmic time. To speed up step (3), we precompute some of the inter- 
mediate results it uses. 
The decomposition tree S is balanced, and hence there are only 0(n/log2 n) 
nodes in S with at least u log2 n descendants. (The constant a is a parameter that 
can be adjusted to trade increased preprocessing for decreased query time.) Let the 
set of these upper nodes be U. Modify the graph S* by adding to it all edges from 
nodes of U to their ancestors. Each node of U has O(log n) ancestors, so the 
modification adds O(n/log n) edges to S *. The hourglasses corresponding to the 
additional edges can be computed in O(log n) time apiece, since the data structures 
that represent them have logarithmic height. (Each node d of U must be linked to 
all its ancestors in S. Linking to the ancestors in order along the path from d to the 
root of S gives the claimed bounds.) Overall, the additional hourglasses take linear 
time and space to construct. 
These additional hourglasses provide the necessary bypass structures to cut a 
logarithmic factor off the shortest path query time. Let p and q be the query points. 
In logarithmic time we find the subsequences D, and D, of the separating 
diagonals. The diagonal d is the lowest common ancestor in S of d, and d,. If 2 is 
not in U, then the cells between d, and d, have O(log’ n) edges altogether, since 
they are contained in Pa. There are only O(log(log’ n)) = O(log log n) hourglasses 
that need to be concatenated in order to produce H(d,, d,), and each concatenation 
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FIG. 14. Definitions for query speedup. 
takes O(log log n) time. Thus step (3) takes @(log log n)2) time, which is 
dominated by the time of the other steps. 
If d is in U, then the situation is slightly more complex. Let d; be the highest 
diagonal in D, that is not in U, and let d,’ be the next higher diagonal in D, (the 
successor of d; in Dp). Define d; and d,’ similarly. (See Fig. 14.) As in the case 
when h# U, we can find H(d,, d;) and H(d;, d,) in O((log log n)‘) time. The 
hourglasses H(d;, d,’ ) and H(d,+, d; ) correspond to edges of S*, and hence have 
been precomputed. Since d is an ancestor in S of d,’ and d,+, and all three 
diagonals are in U, the hourglasses H(d,+, (2) and H(a, d,f ) also already exist. 
Concatenating these six hourglasses to get H(d,, d,) takes logarithmic time, and 
therefore the length of the shortest path from p to q can be found in O(log n) time. 
THEOREM 1. There is a linear space data structure for storing a simple polygon P 
of size n so that given any two points inside P, the length of the shortest path joining 
them can be computed in O(log n) time. The actual path can be extracted in addi- 
tional time proportional to the number of turns along it. Furthermore, this shortest 
path query structure for P can be computed in linear time once a triangulation of P 
is available. 
6. APPLICATIONS AND EXTENSIONS 
The algorithm given above can also be used to find shortest paths for a disk 
moving inside a simple polygon. The query bound remains the same, but prepro- 
cessing goes up to O(n log n). Similar generalizations hold for non-rotational 
motion of arbitrary convex bodies-in particular of convex polygons-inside a 
simple polygon. 
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Our method can yield improved bounds for various questions related to relative 
convex hulls [BT]. For example, given a simple polygon P of n sides, we can 
preprocess its exterior in O(n log log n) time and build the factor graph for each bay 
cut off by the convex hull of P. Now, given another simple polygon Q of m sides 
and disjoint from P, we can compute an implicit representation of the relative 
convex hull of Q with respect to P in time O(m log n). This implicit relative convex 
hull can be used to answer the moving separability question of Bhattacharya and 
Toussaint [BT]. An explicit representation of the relative convex hull can be 
extracted in additional time proportional to the size of the hull. 
A related question has to do with computing the relative convex hull of m points 
in a simple polygon P of size n. After preprocessing the polygon for shortest path 
queries, we can solve this problem in additional time O(m log m + m log n). The 
important observation is that we can define a “relative” notion of the counterclock- 
wise test for three points a, b, and c in P that is testable in O(log n) time using our 
structures. The test looks at the (implicit) description of the paths ~(a, b) and 
rc(a, c) and finds the place where these paths diverge; the relative directions of these 
paths at the juncture tell the sign of the test for (a, b, c). One can prove that the 
outcome of this test is the same no matter which of the three points is used as the 
path origin. Note also that this test and the ordinary counterclockwise test (with no 
reference to P) can have opposite results on the same three points. With this tool 
at our disposal, we can proceed as follows to determine the relative convex hull: 
Locate all the m points in the triangles of the triangulation underlying the prepro- 
cessing. For each group of points in the same triangle compute its standard convex 
hull and discard all points not on the hull. Suppose a total of m’ points remain. The 
cost of what we have done so far is the cost of the preprocessing for P, plus 
O(m log m) for all the convex hull computations. We can now connect these hulls 
by (implicit) non-crossing paths lying in P. See Fig. 15. By doubling up these paths 
we can connect all m’ points into one simple polygon Q lying inside P. The edges 
of this polygon are shortest paths in P; also, some vertices may occur up to three 
FIG. 15. Computing the relative convex hull of some points in P. 
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times along the boundary of Q. However, we can still use a “linear” convex hull 
algorithm on such a polygon, for the only tool such an algorithm needs is the 
counterclockwise test on three points discussed above. Of course each test now 
costs O(log n), for a total of O(m log n) for this part of the computation. 
A final interesting application has to do with computing the furthest neighbor for 
all vertices of a simple polygon. This is analogous to the same question for a convex 
polygon considered in [AKMSW], only now we measure distance between vertices 
by the shortest path inside the polygon. By combining the approaches of 
[AKMSW] and the present paper, we can perform this computation for a polygon 
of size n in total time O(n log n). A recent paper of Suri [Su] achieves the same 
bound using a different approach. 
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